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About This Game

Alchemic Jousts is a 2D action strategy game mixing card game's deck creation and real time gameplay. Command your
elementals and support them with a wide variety of Skills. Control the arena and crush your opponent in one-to-one encounters!

As you progress through the single player campaign you'll be able to discover new Skills and abilities by combining your already
known ones and expanding your repertory of weapons to draw from.

Main Features

Single and Multiplayer gameplay. Play vs AI and advance through the game's campaign, discovering new Skills and new game
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modes or challenge a friend with either local or on-line multiplayer.

Strategic combat, where your actions and skill of execution matter as much as your choices before the match starts!

Over 180 skills and upgrades to discover. Combine your known skills to discover new ones and expand your arsenal.

Multiple game modes with different objectives that will make you change the way you play as much as the skills you choose.
Those include Combat, Endless, King of the Hill, Attack, Capture...

Random Global Effects, which change the general rules of each match in subtle or radical ways. The varying rules will keep
the game play fresh and require you to consider the Skills you use to approach them!
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Title: Alchemic Jousts
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Lunatic Pixels
Publisher:
Lunatic Pixels
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista x64

Processor: 2.4 GHz single core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 500, Radeon HD 4000, Intel 4000

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Japanese
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I know what you're thinking ( ಠ◡ಠ ) The H checks out chief, would fap again. Not bad. All around good game for the price..
Great Bat and Ball Pinball Retor 2D Pixel Indie Art.
The controls need some more work and smoothness. Good game, especially if you can grab it on a sale.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CONvp8cCkbg&t=57s. If you're a VR enthusiast and baseball fan, this is a must have. Tons
of fun, especially hitting pop ups and then fielding them. The UI could use some work as I've found that the option buttons are
way too close and I keep hitting them on accident. Could use some more updates\/modes as well, but as it stands now at this
price, it's definitely worth it.. We google play now?. Best pack of all in my opinion. Personally I love the songs, and it is that
much easier to practice on songs that you like. The fact that maiden songs are in standard E tuning is just a bonus. (Some other
songs that are very low tuned are hard to play since the strings get easily out of tune after a few bends, and even pressing the
string on a higher fret makes it bend somewhat, so you will have missed notes on occasion). It Is a simple shooter, with an story
Seagal/Stallone/Van Damme-Style.
Fun but short.

It works perfectly on Windos 8.1 64x
. Very nice and for a very nice price. I love the game, but I'm not so good. I would prefer a tutorial and a beter overview of the
controls, as they are only visible in the first run and I immediately died, so i couldn't see the controls. Googling them helped, but
i think they should be visible in the game and not for such a short amount of time.
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Great game, do not buy through steam, they don't allow you too access the system files and so you can't add content. Much
needed. Waste of money here.. I'm doing good, 111 on the leader boards.. i just wish we could see all of the leaderboard. not
just where i am in the menu.. Otherwise this game is pretty sweet. for one of them snake games... Cube - The Jumper is a simple
little game, and the video above showcases all that's worth to know before buying.

It was released today, so obviously there is going to be bugs here and there.

I also really hope that there will be more levels in future updates to the game, since the game itself is quite entertaining. The 7
levels that are in the game as of now are defeatable by anybody, it would be nice to see an update with harder levels, that might
take a few tries to get through. Although for 1 euro, as it is, it's totally worth it.

Overall, very pleased with the purchase.. not bad 4da money. Really fun game that focuses on cooperative gameplay, synergising
elements between each of the classes is exceptionally satisfying.
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